Honors Candidates 2014-2015

Oluwatamilore O. Areola, Political Science
The Tale of the Contest for Citizenship in Nigeria: An Analysis of the Articulations and Perceptions of National Identity from Colonialism to the Fourth Republic
Kevin Dunn, Adviser

Hannah C. Bishop, English
Lameness and Lunacy: Deconstructing and Reversing Disability and Mental Illness in Modernist American Fiction
Anna Creadick, Adviser

Candace V. Carducci, Physics
Interaction of Small Carbon Negative Ion Clusters with Soft X-Rays
Ileana Dumitriu, Adviser

Katherine N. Cornell, Art History
Mughal Gardens and Imperial Patronage: Dynastic Heritage, Political Space, and Symbology from Babur to Shah Jahan
Lara Blanchard, Adviser

Stephanie L. Cramer, Biochemistry
Examining the Amino Acids in Bacterial Motility-like Receptors
Patricia Mowery, Adviser

Caitlin C. Crossett, Geoscience
Cold Surges along the African Highlands
Nicholas Metz, Adviser

Lauren E. Darey, History
Joseph Addison’s Sociable Religion
Matthew Crow, Adviser

Pamela D. Eck, Geoscience
The Effects of Extreme Precipitation Events on Climatology
Nicholas Metz, Adviser

Stephen J. Enos, Biochemistry
FK228 (Romidepsin) Analog "JB" as an Apoptosis Inducer in p53 Deficient U937 Cells
Sigrid Carle, Adviser

Maximilian B. Eyle, History
Prescribing Citizenship: Benjamin Rush and the Idea of American Identity
Matthew Crow, Adviser
Amanda N. Faherty, Psychology
The Reality of the American Dream: Class, Race, and Gender Biases in the College Admission Process
*Brien Ashdown, Adviser*

Nicholas C. Faiello, Architectural Studies
Heightened Spaces: Sensorial Design in a Natural Context
*Gabriella D'Angelo, Adviser*

Michelle C. Feda, English
What Time Means: Temporal Experiments in Joyce and Woolf
*Stephen Cope, Adviser*

Sarah E. Ford, English
Strange Days: A Collection of Pulp Literature
*Melanie Conroy-Goldman, Adviser*

Kimberly J. Giegerich, Studio Art
Envisioning the Apocalypse: A Dystopian Perspective Via Works on Paper
*Phillia Yi, Adviser*

Kelly M. Haley, History
Midtown Plaza, Rochester, New York: The Fate of the Nation’s First Indoor Urban Mall
*Clifton Hood, Adviser*

Madeline R. Hanley, English
Addressed to the Imagination
*Kathryn Cowles, Adviser*

Nicholaas H. P. Honig, Political Science
*Iva Deutchman, Adviser*

Maeve H. Kean, Chemistry
Tetramic acid-based syntheses of 3,4-Diaryl-3-pyrrolin-2-ones
*Erin Pelkey, Adviser*

Mollie J. Kenerson, Environmental Studies
“Sustainability at HWS: How Can it be Sustained?
*Robin Lewis, Adviser*
Kathleen G. Kennedy, Sociology
A One-Way Street: Non-Conformity and Non-Resistance in the Old Order Mennonite Faith
Jack Harris, Adviser

Sarah J. Lansaw, Art History
The Influence of Pre-Raphaelite Artists Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris on the Fashion Choices of Elizabeth Siddal and Jane Burden-Morris
Liliana Leipardi and Patricia Mathews, Advisers

Bridget E. Logan, Biochemistry
Examining Protein Interactions of Candidate Genes Implicated in Branchio-oto-renal (BOR) Syndrome
Kristy Kenyon, Adviser

Clara C. Lowenberg, English
“This is the Story of How We Begin to Remember” – Essays on Music and Memory
Vinita Prabhakar, Adviser

Olivia A. Lowenberg, English
The God of False Laughter: Stories About the Actor, Hartwell Castle + Emily Echo: A novella
Melanie Conroy-Goldman, Adviser

Andrew P. Malordy, Psychology
Consumption Stereotyping, Materialism and Brand Engagement in a College Setting
Emily Fisher, Adviser

Alison J. McCarthy, Biology
Do Edge Effects Impact the Behavioral Traits of Red-backed Salamanders in a Fragmented Forest
Bradley Cosentino, Adviser

Caitlyn E. Mitchell, Biology
Testing Xyzistatin, a Novel Depsipeptide, for Histone Deacetylase Inhibitor Activity on Cancer Cells
Sigrid Carle, Adviser

Subin K. Nepal, Political Science
Justifying Conflict: Role of Language in Shaping Conflict in Nepal and Mozambique
Kevin Dunn, Adviser
Carly S. Petroski, *Women's Studies*
Adding Color to Reproductive Justice by Using the Lens of Foucault
*Michelle Martin-Baron, Adviser*

Amanda L. Rappaport, *Biology*
Mating decisions: Alternate Courtship Strategies and Sexual Conflict in *Drosophila sulfurigaster* (tropical fruit flies)
*David Droney, Adviser*

Carly E. Rolph, *Biochemistry*
Biological Evaluation of Simplified Analogis of Protein Kinase C Inhibitor Staurosporine
*Patricia Mowery, Adviser*

Alysa B. Sadkin, *Biochemistry*
Toward the Total Synthesis of Spiruchostatin A via Solid-phase Peptide Synthesis
*Justin Miller, Adviser*

Meredith R. Schroeder, *Philosophy*
Personal Identity: Substantial Self or No Self?
*Carol Oberbrunner, Adviser*

Rachael N. Smith, *Psychology*
Song Preference and Context Dependency: The Effects on Memory
*Michelle Rizzella, Adviser*

Megan E. Soule, *Public Policy*
Teachers in Education Reform: Geneva, New York, and Cluj-Napoca, Romania as Case Studies
*Charles Temple, Adviser*

Patrick D. White, *Religious Studies*
Political Islam: Islam and State in the Jakarta Charter
*Shalahudin Kafrawi, Adviser*

Tyler J. Wilson-Menting, *American Studies*
Three Modern Presidents and Their Use of the Rhetoric of American Exceptionalism During War Time
*Elizabeth Belanger, Adviser*

Kaitley A. Wozer, *Joint Honors in Biology and Dance*
Viral Bodies: Socially Conscious Bio-Specific Choreography
*Donna Davenport, Adviser*